PEOPLE ARE TALKING

ABOUT GEP
A global consulting
powerhouse to watch

A hot technology innovator
with game-changing products

An industry leader in procurement and
supply chain management services

WHICH IS IT?
GEP is all these things and more. Savvy global executives – looking for either a
new partner-provider that gets extraordinary results or an opportunity to grow a
spectacular and truly satisfying career – are getting to know GEP better. We
invite you to do the same.
“The future looks rather bright for GEP, especially when we consider
how much the clients we speak to seem to love working with them.”
– CPO Rising / Ardent Partners
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Depth of Consulting Capabilities

High

Leader – Kennedy / ALM Vanguard of Procurement Consulting Providers

Low

Breadth of Consulting Capabilities

High
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Star Performer – Everest Group PEAK Matrix for Procurement Outsourcing
Everest Group Performance I Experience I Ability I Knowledge (PEAK) Matrix for PO

75th Percentile
High

75th Percentile

Leaders

25th Percentile

Market Success
(Revenue, Client, and Growth)

Major Contenders

Low
Low

25th percentile

High

PO Delivery Capability
(Scale, Scope, Technology & Innovation, Delivery Footprint, and Buyer Satisfaction)

"GEP is a star performer. It has seen continued strong growth in both
clients and capabilities, including expanded operations in Asia and Europe.
Client interviews reveal strong levels of satisfaction, especially around
solution implementation and relationship management."
– Everest Group
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Winner's Circle – HfS Procurement Outsourcing Services Blueprint
Excellent at Innovation and Execution

Investing in Innovation to Change

HIGH
POTENTIALS

AS-A-SERVICE
WINNER’S
CIRCLE

INNOVATION

HIGH
POTENTIALS

EXECUTION
POWERHOUSES

Building All Capabilities

EXECUTION

Building All Capabilities

“GEP has consistently been a leading service provider in the move to
procurement as-a-service. With a strong vision for the future of
procurement, paired with deep procurement knowledge and capabilities,
and a comprehensive procurement software platform, GEP delivers
transformational procurement value to clients across the world.”
– HfS Research
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Leader – NelsonHall NEAT Evaluation
Procurement BPO
Overall
High Achievers

Ability to Deliver Immediate Benefit

Leaders

Major Players

Innovators

Success through Insight

Ability to Meet Future Client Requirements

“GEP's consulting background has enabled it to develop expert
capabilities in strategic sourcing and category management, allowing it
to focus on relationship building and change management. GEP has
developed a multi-shore model … and is a global leader in procurement
transformation, sourcing and procurement BPO."
– NelsonHall
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Recognized Leader in Procurement Software

GEP
Full Functionality

Partial Functionality

No Offering

“GEP has built an aesthetically pleasing, fluid to navigate and, most
importantly, powerhouse full procurement suite that can be implemented into
a large enterprise with relative ease as it is a device-agnostic cloud solution.”
– Next Level Purchasing Association

“The combination of the individual components within SMART by GEP,
the broader platform capabilities on both a collective and holistic
basis, as well as the consulting, market intelligence, managed services
and BPO capability that GEP delivers, makes the solution set stand out
in the market.”
– Spend Matters
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GEP GETS RESULTS
More than
That’s

$1.5 billion saved for clients last year

$750,000 every working hour

Or more than

$12,500 every minute

DID YOU KNOW?
GEP is ranked among the top 5 procurement outsourcing
companies in Latin America by Everest Group

INDUSTRY LEADER
Procurement
Strategy
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Managed
Services

Procurement
Software

PROCUREMENT

LEADERS

LOVE GEP

“GEP is an awesome company that supports us around the globe …
they’ve got tremendous capabilities. My recommendation is — if you
don’t know or if you don’t have enough people to get the stuff
you want — go to GEP.”
– Global Chief Procurement Officer, Kellogg
"We wanted a procurement technology partner who could evolve with
us. Someone who is not just a procurement services expert but also
offers a complete set of procurement tools. That's why we partnered
with GEP."
– Chief Procurement Executive, Kemper Corporation
“GEP has been our partner in the procurement transformation journey,
helping us accelerate toward best-in-class. The key success factor for
me is that GEP has the ability to operate like somebody wearing our
name badge, like an extension of our organization."
– Head of Sourcing and Procurement, Dentsply
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GEP BY THE NUMBERS

12

offices and delivery centers

200+

clients worldwide

74+
billion
$

in spend annually
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+
,
2500

strong workforce

20+

industries served

10
million
over

transactions every year

AWARDS & RECOGNITION

Procurement As-a-Service

CUSTOMERS
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GEP helps global enterprises operate more efficiently and effectively, gain competitive advantage, boost profitability, and maximize
business and shareholder value.
Fresh thinking, innovative products, unrivaled domain and subject expertise, and smart, passionate people – this is how GEP creates and
delivers unified business solutions of unprecedented scale, power and effectiveness.
With 12 offices and operations centers in Europe, Asia and the Americas, Clark, New Jersey-based GEP helps enterprises worldwide realize
their strategic, operational and financial objectives.
Recently named Best Supplier at the EPIC Procurement Excellence Awards, GEP is frequently honored as an innovator and leading provider
of source-to-pay procurement software by top industry and technology analysts, such as Forrester, Gartner, Spend Matters, Paystream and
Ardent Partners. GEP also earns top honors in consulting and managed services from the industry's leading research firms, professional
associations and journals, including Everest Group on its PEAK Matrices of Procurement Services Providers and Supply Chain Services
Providers; NelsonHall on its NEAT Matrix of Global Procurement BPO Service Providers; HfS in its Blueprint Report on Procurement-as-aService; and ALM Intelligence in its Vanguard Reports on both Procurement Consulting and Supply Chain Consulting.
To learn more about our comprehensive range of strategic and managed services, please visit www.gep.com. For more about SMART by
GEP, our cloud-native, unified source-to-pay platform, please visit www.smartbygep.com.

Access our free knowledge resources at https://www.gep.com/knowledge-bank
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